
  

Restoring post industrial 
areas in Sosnowiec

During one hundred 
years’ development of the 

city, several mines, steel 
plants, textile factories and 
connected industry were 

built. Around 1990 the 
companies were closed 

down as inefficient. They 
left behind not only 

thousands of the 
unemployed, but also 

devastated environment. 
Since the end of their 

activity, the quality of air, 
water and soil has been 
constantly improving.



  

Red spots mark the most significant post industrial areas in Sosnowiec.



  

Most of the surface infrastructure in the liquidated companies were 
demolished.
The process of reclamation of the degraded areas takes various forms. 
Generally, three major models may be observed: 
 renaturalised areas (natural reclamation)
 green areas with their accompanying holiday function (natural 
reclamation)
 investment areas for industry, logistics, services and large format trade. 

The general conception of restoring the area was to build new industrial 
plants of diverse production and services, carrying their activity with all the 
respect to the environment. The sites were furnished with roads, high 
voltage lines, municipal and rain sewerage system. Much of the money used 
for restoring came from the European funds. At present, new industry is 
mostly connected with metallurgy, motorisation, electronics and building. 



  

FORMER  BROWNFIELDS  AS 
CONTEMPORARY  GREEN  AREAS
In the territory of Sosnowiec green areas created on 
brownfields cover an area of approximately 400 ha, 
with only about 10% of it being cultivated greenery. 
In the system of geographical environment 
components of green areas, water areas play an 
important part. They are mostly lake bowls created as 
a result of the surface exploitation of sand, clay or 
coal. They are of artificial nature, even though the 
long-lasting plant succession of the shore line added 
natural features to them. Nature and landscape 
complex "Szopienice-Borki”(e.g. Hubertus and 
Stawiki) is a typical example.   
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A couple of weeks ago, a new plant for 
processing municipal and industrial 
wastes was open. The waste, sorted 

initially in households, is resorted for 
reprocessing, burning and land filling.

 


